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AUGUST 29, 1979

The schoolhouse's modern appearance around windows and doors will be altered to give it a more authentic look.

Old-time dedication planned
program is designed as a parents'
program.
afternoon in 1900."
"I see the school as a contribution of
The students will perform to an
the present generation to both past and
Rather than waiting for history to
outdoor audience on a platform in front
future generations," Miller said. "It not
repeat itself, the planners of the
of the schoolhouse. Dressed in 19th
only preserves something of the past
dedication of Plymouth School on the
century attire, they will sing songs,
that was dear but also gives future
Fort Hays State University campus are
recite poetry a·nd perform pantomime · generations a chance to see what school
out to recreate a littly history of their
w~s like 100 years ago."
as children did near the turn of the
own.
century. To complete the mood, 5-cent
They've turned their noses at
As the outside of the building -nears
dedication speakers, formal dress and • lemonade will be served.
completion, Miller said most workers
Luehrs said all the materials inboring speeches, and instead have
have moved inside. Walls will be
planned a school program as it would
cluded in the program - songs, skits
plastered, windows and doors
have occurred almost 80 years ago.
and poetry - are actual pieces used by , refinished and a flagpole installed
Their goal is creating an atmosphere
school chiidren around 1900. Materials
before the dedication. Luehrs hopes to
to match the spirit of the one-room
were resurrected from old readers and
find a 1900 flag, with its 45 stars, before
schoolhouse, which was relocated from
poetry collections in Forsyth Library
the grand opening.
Russell County and reconstructed east
and from books in Luehrs' personal
The school will be furnished as it was
of Forsyth Library. They've enlisted
library.
in the past, Miller said. A slate
"When I was going through the books
the help of more than 100 students at
chalkboard from the razed Rarick Hall
five elementary schools to turn back
with things that 6- or 7-year-olds said
will be moved in, as will antique desks
back then, I found several pieces that
the calendar to 1900 at dedication
for a teacher and students and p pot
high
school
kids
would
have
trouble
ceremonies at 2: 30 p.m. Sept. 22.
belly stove used in the movie "Paper
saying today," Luehrs said. "The kids
Originally built in 1874 northwest of
Moon."
back
then
could
handle
some
pretty
Wilson, the school was dismantled in
More than 200 textbooks used in
rough texts."
1977 and rebuilt on campus this spring
Kansas schools will line the walls, and
During their research, the planners
as a project of Phi Delta Kappa, the
Miller hopes the old school becomes a
learned that spelling bees were popular
professional educatio.n honorary
library for equally old textbooks. Slates
in the early 1900s and have included a
society. Interior work is underway.
for students and a hand-held bell also
mock bee in the dedication program.
"Normally, you have speakers when
will be added.
"A real spelling bee would last too
you have a · historical dedication, but
long," Luehrs said. "Ours will only go
"When I look back on this whole
that gets to be rather dull and boring,"
on about five or six minutes.'' ·
said Robert Luehrs, FHSU history
thing, it's been a heck of a lot of hard
work," Miller said. "I sometimes think
Education professor Allan Miller,
professor.and coordinator of dedication
ceremonies. "So we've decided to put
I may not have always been in my right
who has followed the often rocky course
mind, but when we're standing there at
on a convocation that might'have taken
of the project since 1975, will serve as
place at the turn of the century. The
the dedication, it will all be worth it."
master of ceremonies for the 45-minute
By JIM HAAG
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